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M-305 CAMP RUSTON P.O.W. CAMP, CORRESPONDENCE WITH FORMER  
 PRISONERS, 1943-1993. 
  
  CAMP RUSTON DOCUMENTATION PROJECT. 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 Primarily correspondence between Camp Ruston Foundation President Vince 
Spione and former prisoners from U.S. World War II prisoner of war camp Camp 
Ruston, including letters from Otto Fernholz and Hans Stollenwerk, and records and 
photographs of Franz Stich.  1 box. 
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  Seven letters from Otto Fernholz to Vince Spione, 1991-1993. 
 002  Letter from Vince Spione to Otto Fernholz, 1992. 
   Letter from Vince Spione to Hans Stollenwerk,  1994. 
 003  Letter from Franz Stich to Otto Fernholz, n.d. 
   Copies of Stich's P.O.W. personnel and medica records, including  
    photographs of Stich in 1943 and 1993. 
 004  Letter from Hans Stollenwerk to Vince Spione,  1980. 
   Book included with letter: Koln, by Richard Mader, 1979. Hans  
    Note:Stollenwerk's signature on the letter enabled the  
    Thomas Claude Beard familyof Arcadia to identify him as the 
    prisoner who drew the drawings in their possession in 1994.  
    See M-299 for drawings. 
 005  Letter from Roland _____ to American G.I. William  Russ, 1949. 
 006  Letter (copy) from ex-POW Cesare Puelli to [William L.] Shea  
    [University of Arkansas at Monticello, Professor, author of  
    article on Camp Monticello P.O.W. Camp] [1995] with   
    cover manuscript note from Puelli to Vince Spione.  
 007  Letter to Vince Spione to Otto Fernholz, donor of M336, Dec. 12,  
    1994. 
 008  Letter to [William L.] Shea and Vince Spione from Cesare Puelli,  
    Nov. 1995. 
   Letter to Vince Spione from Gino Wimmer, Dec. 10, 1995. 
   Letter to Gino Wimmer from Vince Spione, Oct. 31, 1995. 
